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I. Game Changer:
   A. A **new** event, idea, or action that shifts or completely changes the entire course of an existing situation or changes the way of thinking and/or doing something.
   
B. **3 Characteristics of a Game Changer:**
   1. **CLARITY** - Know your purpose; Why?
   2. **CREATIVITY** - Be an original; disruptive
   3. **CONSTANCY** - Relentless; Keep getting up
   
C. **2 Types of Game Changers:**
   1. Something that happens “TO” you
   2. Something that happens “THROUGH” you

II. Luke 1:26-38
   A. **V30 - Favor over Fear**
      1. **Fear** - phobeo - To frighten, be alarmed or afraid
      2. **Favor** - charis - Graciousness, favorable attitude toward someone or something; given freely and generously
      3. **A game changer will have to overcome fear:** Fear of the unknown, others think
      4. **Ps 118:6** 6 The Lord is on my side; I will not fear. What can man do to me?
      5. **Prov 29:25** 25 The fear of man brings a snare
         a) **Snare** - mowqesh - a noose (for catching animals); a hook (for the nose)
      6. **Ps 5:12** 12 For You, O Lord, will bless the righteous; With favor You will surround him as with a shield.
      7. **Game Changers overcome fear by focusing on His favor!**
   B. **V31 - Faith over Sight**
      1. **Conceive** - sullambano -
         a) **sun** - Union or together with
         b) **lambano** - To take, get hold of, seize, be confident or courageous in the face of possible danger, to come to believe and act in accordance with that belief
      2. **Womb** - gaster - Pregnant; place of expectancy prior to visibility or experience
         a) **Game Changers expect what they believe more than what they see.**
      3. **Deut 8:11-19** - Game Changers don’t forget where they came from.
   C. **V32-34 - Supernatural over Natural**
      1. **Isa 46:9-10** - Declaring the end from the beginning
2. Game Changers aren’t limited to the natural, they have supernatural.

D. **V35 - Power over Ability**
   1. **Power** - *dunamis* - Force; miraculous power, Ability or capacity to do
   2. **Overshadow** - *episkiazo* - To cast a shade upon
      a) **Acts 1:8** 8 But you shall receive *power* when the Holy Spirit has come upon you
   3. Game Changers focus on His power over their abilities.

E. **V36 - Am over Was**
   1. **1 John 3:1** - called children of God!
   2. Game Changers say, “Who I ‘am called’ is more important than who I ‘was called.’”

F. **V37 - Possible over Impossible**
   1. **Rom 8:31** 31 What then shall we say to these *things*? If God is for us, who can be against us?
   2. Game Changers realize that if they are “with GOD” NO-Thing will be impossible!

G. **V38 - Word over Logic**
   1. **Be it** - *ginomai* - To come to acquire or experience a state; to come to exist or become
      a) **Matt 6:10** 10 Your kingdom come. Your will *be done* On earth as it is in heaven.
   2. **Word** - *rhema* - An utterance or spoken word

III. **Summary**
   A. Are you faced with an impossible situation?
   B. Have you let the “how” prevent you from saying, “Let it be to me according to Your Word?”
   C. Are you willing to let a “game changer” to happen “TO” and “THROUGH” you?